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Defining the Task
● Assess the quality of English-language IR 

publications we produce
– Conclusion: Senior [Translation Department X-9] 

staff have very good basic translation competence, 
but the work needs a lot of improvement in many 
areas, and a formal knowledge-transfer process.

● Improve the quality of our work in the short term
– What issues are highest priority?
– What issues can and should be addressed 

immediately?
● Develop process for continuous improvement in 

the long term
● Document the basic steps in that process



  

Overview of Process
● Set goals

– Produce English-language IR publications for 
Brazilian companies that are comparable in quality 
to the IR publications of companies abroad, who 
compete for the same investment capital

– In a year, have a complete manual that spells out 
the process for achieving this.

● Select approach
– “Best practice” and standards-based

● Who already does this well, and how? 
● What do we already do better? Why? How?

● Assess immediate and long-term needs
– Identify pressing quality issues found in a selection 

of live jobs



  

Overview of Process
● Select standard reference sources (publication 

style manual and process)
– Based on assessing the end user's needs

● Who reads this stuff? Why?
● How are they used to receiving information?
● The Associated Press Stylebook is one widely used 

industry standard, for example

● Produce style document 
– Identify all issues
– Prioritize issues that can be addressed immediately
– Summarize solutions to priority issues (Quick 

Reference Guide)
– Establish formal process for refining the style 

document over time (the “copydesk role”)



  

Overview of Process
● Initial training

– Introduce publications style to the department by 
using priority issues in live jobs as examples

● Design editorial workflow and designate roles
– Intake and prep
– Copydesk
– Terminology desk
– Proofreading
– Training

● Develop detailed job descriptions for these roles
● Apply these procedures consistently and refine 

them continuously



  

Immediate Steps
● Two training sessions

– “An Introduction to Publication Style”
● How to apply AP, in practical terms
● How to document issues on a “style sheet”
● How and when to query 
● Work through several “how-to” examples

– “Writing Plain English” 
● Hand out quick reference guide

– Prioritize issues that can be immediately addressed
● Establish the copydesk role
● Establish ongoing, “inline” training tasks

– Postmortem critique of live jobs, for example, during 
translator down time.



  

Long-Term Goals
● Document and organize knowledge,“know-how,” 

and “best practices”
– Continuously refine the publication style and 

process document

● Create a culture of professionalism
– Train continuously using a “learn by doing” 

approach
● Produce more self-reliant translators
● How to solve problems independently using standard 

references and procedures
● The “query” process teaches efficient communication

– Professional networking and “best practices”
– Organized, constructive, nonjudgmental criticism 

and self-evaluation



  

Getting Organized
● Recommended “to do” items for the medium to 

long term
– Formal job specification sheet (intake and prep)
– Formal routing and job tracking procedure 

(coordinator)
– Formal procedure for answering and documenting 

terminology queries (terminology desk)
– Formal procedure for answering and documenting 

publication style queries (copydesk)
– Add tasks to translator role

● Querying translation issues
● Querying publication style issues (lower priority)
● Keeping a personal “style sheet” in which issues are noted
● Doing postmortem critiques when not working on live jobs



  

Long-Term Steps

● Formalize departmental workflow
– Define roles

● Job routing (medium priority)
● Intake and prep (high priority)
● Translation (highest priority)
● Terminology desk (very high priority)
● Translation editing (high priority
● Copydesk (lower priority)
● Proofreading (highest priority)

– Formalize procedures

● Refine house style over time
– Devising a process for doing this comes first



  

Long-Term Steps
● Refine publication style

– Copydesk researches and provides quick answers 
to queries from real jobs, using standard sources 
wherever possible

– Determines what most frequent real issues are
– Develops and records answers to most frequent 

queries in style document
– Periodically updates style document
– Publishes new solutions and rules as they arise.

● Create terminology management process
– Thorough review of department glossaries
– ISO12620 process for documenting terminology
– ISO12620 process for maintaining terminology



  

Concluding Remarks
● If you want to standardize the work that you do, 

adopt an existing standard rather than 
reinventing the wheel.

● Do not adopt an ad hoc solution when a best 
practice or standard already exists. 

● In developing inexperienced translators, model 
professional behavior
– A “best practice” culture

● The value of being thorough and detail-oriented 
● The value of formal structure and efficiency
● The value of self-motivated learning and professional 

networking
● The value of professional pride



  

Appendix I: What I Did So Far
1. Reviewed a broad selection of IR documents produced by MZ 

Consult
2. Noted down general issues with publication style, English usage 

and “plain English” as I found them in those jobs
3. Used the issues identified from reviewing our work to develop the 

topic outline of the long-form style manual that you have
4. Consulted a variety of standard references on these issues, 

asking, “Which approach is best for what we do here?'
5. Networked with IR professionals and financial translators who do 

similar work, and studied IR produced in similar situations 
(producing English-language IR in translation)

6. Suggested a style manual (AP) based on assumptions about the 
end user of the IR publications we produce

7. Prioritized issues that I thought we could address immediately by 
applying AP guidelines for publication style, where relevant



  

Appendix I: What I Did So Far
8. Produced an AP Quick Reference Guide, summarizing an AP 

approach to some common issues with financial reporting 
publications that could and should be addressed immediately.

9. Included a couple of examples in the AP Quick Reference Guide 
of how to develop solutions to unique issues AP does not cover.

10.Recommended a standard editorial workflow and the definition 
of specific roles for implementing a long-term process for 
address the quality issues identified.

11.Outined next steps to be taken, in the short and long term
12.Created training materials, tasks and exercises (ongoing)
13.Outlined an initial and a continuing training process
14.Advised you repeatedly that translation accuracy (the quality of 

working glossaries, specifically) is a more pressing issue than 
publication style, which is a relatively simple matter that can be 
phased in over time. 


